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With the development of smart phones, video streaming over mobile wireless networks has rapidly taken a huge growth in the 
recent years. The aim of this presentation is to provide an overview of the mobile video streaming background. In addition, I 

will highlight a set of the current open research challenges in delivering streaming videos over cellular networks and possible ways 
to tackle those problems. In particular, the content of this presentation will be organized into four sections. The first section will 
provide an overview of the set of platforms that are focused on providing scalable performance for mobile video delivery. The second 
section will discuss some important challenges for efficient mobile video delivery and consider some potential solutions as well. The 
third section will discuss an adaptive multiview video streaming that exhibits resilience to network bandwidth variations and client 
view selection uncertainty. Finally, a discussion of open research challenges, the main obstacles, and future research directions will 
be presented in the last section.
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